72 really fun DECORATING IDEAS
perk up your rooms with pattern-happy finds

super timesavers!
the best housecleaning tricks
light fixture
Maxim Lighting Santa Barbara 13-tall die-cast aluminum outdoor wall lantern in sienna, $284, atgstores.com

house numbers
Mosaic 8-inch-diameter ceramic and glass house number plaque in multicolor, $52, handmadebyhippo.etsy.com

doors
Custom Plank-Grooved 1-panel wood door, from $899, woodportdoors.com for stores; Hamilton Mortise brass entryset in antique finish with Waverly knobs, $460, houseoffantiquehardware.com

doormat
Chevron Prism iron and rope doormat, $98, anthropologie.com

bench
Innova Hearth and Home 43-inch-wide cast-aluminum garden bench in light bamboo, $370, wayfair.com

planters
Campania International Abrielle terracotta planters, $145 for a set of 2 (large is 15 1/2" tall), hayneedle.com. We filled ours with ornamental grasses.

paint
Juneberry by Sherwin-Williams